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Making Conversation EasierMaking Conversation EasierMaking Conversation EasierMaking Conversation Easier 
 

Today’s hearing instruments may offer more flexibility and better sound quality than ever before, but they 

still cannot repair a damaged hearing nerve or revive a person’s ability to interpret what they hear.   
 

There are, however, techniques and strategies that can be applied to make conversation easier to follow.  

Do remember that it takes two to tango.  In conversation there is always a speaker and a listener.  If the 

speaker has done what is necessary to make themselves audible and the listener has done the same, there 

should be enough clear speech to hold a conversation. 
 

By talking in a clear and concise manner, we are able to produce definite changes to the pattern of speech.  

We can produce sounds more completely without missing certain elements or dropping word endings.  

Naturally, speech becomes slower and louder and the stress on certain syllables more obvious.   

Combined with the use of quality hearing instruments, these changes are exactly what is needed for a  

hard-of-hearing person to improve their ability to follow a conversation. 
 

Clear speech is when the speaker attempts to express every word and sentence in a precise, accurate and 

fully formed manner.   It is not a substitute for other communication habits such as keeping eye contact, 

avoiding speaking from a different room and making sure your face is well lit to make speech reading 

easier.  You still need to avoid background noise.  Try not to over-pronounce words or to speak while 

chewing or smoking, while reading a newspaper or when leaning your cheek on your hand. 
 

Almost everyone says that they can always hear us speak and ask why everybody else can’t speak like we 

do.  The truth is that they can.  We are constantly aware of the fact that we are dealing with people with 

hearing impairments, but we never find it necessary to raise our voices or speak right into peoples ears.  

The techniques that we employ to make sure that we are heard, can be used by anyone, and those of you 

who come from the days of elocution lessons will know exactly what we mean by the following: 
 

� Try to control the amount of background noise.  When at home, turn the TV down when chatting 

and do not leave a radio playing in the background. If you have to turn the TV up to hear it, maybe 

invest in a good TV-Listener where you can set your own volume without setting the TV-set louder.  

Our offices are double-glazed which means we do not have to compete with the traffic noise outside.  

That doesn’t mean that you should double-glaze your whole house, but it does make conversations 

easier when the competition is limited. 
  

� Face the person that you are talking to.  Don’t converse from a different room or with your back 

turned.  Even with normal hearing, this could be very trying and frustrating.  And it is just not polite! 
 

� Speak at a natural pace.  Do not shout or over-articulate.  With some hearing losses, speech actually 

becomes less distinct with more volume and the hearing aids today aim to clarify speech and not 

amplify it.  Do the same when communicating. 
 

� If you are having trouble being understood, try rephrasing.  For example, for most it is difficult to 

hear the difference between “two” and “three”.  Try saying “second” or “third” and hold up some 

fingers.  Some sounds are more easily heard than others and easier to differentiate. 
 

� Gestures are a great way of making sure you are heard.  Waving your hands and arms about, can 

make what you are trying to say much more visible and combined with good intonation patterns, it 

becomes less necessary to hear all that was said, because you can see what was said. 
 

� And most importantly, try not to interrupt each other, especially in groups.  It is easier to follow a 

conversation if you know the context of it.  All of us use predictive measures to understand fully 

what is said in conversation, but without a “theme” it is difficult to guess what might be said next.    
      

    

 



 

 

 

 

Three Hard-of-Hearing men are standing on the golf course. 
The first man says:”Brrrr, its windy” 
The second says: “No, it’s Thursday” 
The third says: “Me too, lets go and get a drink” 

 
 

Some bad news is that from June this year, all manufacturers are charging a trial fee for 
hearing aids that are rejected.  In the past we were able to order in a few hearing aids and 
compare their performance over a month or so.  Now, each hearing aid that is tried and not 
purchased is subject to a charge of R500.  This means that we cannot compare products the 

way we used to without running into penalties. 
 

 

Yet again it’s been a busy and exciting year.  Francis has had a trip to the American Audiology 
Convention in Washington, Janet has had another grandson and Philippa has gone for training in 
Denmark.  Our new branches are doing very well and our growth has exceeded all expectations.  In the 
last newsletter, we told you about all the amazing technology which was being launched abroad and 
that most would probably never reach our shores.  Thankfully, some of it is actually becoming available 
to us and not at the unimaginable prices that we expected. 
 

The most popular new technology that has become the talk of the town, is the new Open-fitting hearing 
aids.  They are tiny Behind-the-Ear instruments that do not use conventional moulds. Instead they have 
a tiny, barely visible tube that runs down to the entrance of the ear canal and end in a small, flexible 
dome that fits into the ear.  Unfortunately, they are currently only applicable to those with moderate 
hearing losses and were designed for people who have good low frequency hearing and impaired high 
frequency hearing.  These users have traditionally worn Completely-in-Canal sized hearing aids because 
they didn’t need a lot of power, but we are then often stuck with occlusion problems, which is the over-
amplification of one’s own voice/some low frequencies, and issues with wax build-up.  These hearing 
aids are currently available from most of the leading manufacturers, all with different options.  Some 
come with remote controls for the adjustment of volume or programs, some have this built into the 
hearing aid itself, some have the option of later being fitted with a conventional mould – should your 
hearing deteriorate and some have no controls at all.  These hearing aids are only suitable for certain 
hearing losses, but are available for trials.  They are costly; between R15000 and R21000 each, but a boon 
to those who suffer from occlusion problems or have ears too small for conventional hearing aids. 
 

 

                                                                   Previous Newsletters 
 

We have been sending out our Newsletters twice a year since September 2002.  We have had an overwhelming 

response to them.  From general comments and compliments, to requests for information on particular topics and 

we appreciate any contributions that you might have.  Should you like us to re-run them, or send you a copy, 

please let us know and we will happily do so: 
 

� Tips on Speech and Hearing:    How to make listening easier. 

� Binaural Hearing:                     The advantages of wearing two hearing aids as opposed to only one. 

� Occlusion:                                 What it is, why it is and how to get rid of it. 

� Hearing Aids, Golf and Life:    Learning the strategies needed to be good at using Hearing Aids. 

� Living with Hearing Loss:        The difficulties you have to face when your ears fail you. 

� Hearing Aid Mileage:               How to make sure that your Hearing aid goes the distance. 
 

 

We are including a business card for you to stick up on your fridge to remind you about our new rooms, 
hours and times.  Please remember that our Wynberg rooms are always open but try visiting us at our 
new locations.  The Valyland rooms are much more accessible to those living in the False Bay area, Tokai 
has great parking and has just been re-vamped and Kenilworth is at the Medi-Cross in Rosmead Avenue 
where you have easy access, no stairs, lots of parking and of course Doctors, Dentists and a Pharmacy. 

 

Francis Slabber      &    Janet Steer      &     Philippa round 

      Audiologist               Acoustician                 Audiologist 


